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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The patented Altis System is an irrigation system designed to
effectively treat the area beneath slab-on-ground construction, for
protection against infestation by subterranean termites and around
the external to prevent termites entering from the outside of a
building. Altis is installed prior to laying of the concrete slab for the
internal system and prior to paving (where it is to be used) for the
external system.

The unique, patented difference in the Altis system is that the pipes
are laid over perforated plastic membrane, beneath the builder’s
membrane. In this way chemical is distributed evenly and does not
risk an untreated area which may allow opportunities for termites
to enter.

The Altis system uses flexible pipes, which use emitters to
distribute chemical at a measured rate, and is of particular
advantage in difficult areas such as clay sites, uneven sand pads,
and step-downs. The termiticide is induced at low pressure,
which combined with controlled rate emitters maintains an even
distribution at all points along a pipe.
The use of emitters ensures no grit, roots from vegetation, or other
form of intrusion will clog the pipe and render it ineffective.

LOW PRESSURE EMITTERS - THE HEART OF THE ALTIS SYSTEM.
As well as the use of flexible pipes,
which are of particular advantage in
difficult areas such as clay sites, Altis
use emitters to distribute chemical at
a measured rate.
The termiticide is induced at low pressure,
which maintains an even distribution at all
points along a pipe.

ALTIS DISTINCTIVE PURPLE

The colour identifies the Altis pipe as high
density, flexible, resistant to solvents used in
Termiticides, manufactured in the unique flat
section that fills out under pressure, with
emitters which evenly disperse emulsion.
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Australian Standard

Material Components

Altis complies with the requirements of the 3660.1-2000 and the
requirements of the building code of Australia, BCA 96. Laboratory
work, field trails, engineering reports and computer simulations
support these opinions. Altis are constantly re-appraising their
system, CSIRO opinions are updated frequently and the Altis
system has National accreditation.

Tests showed that all components of the Altis irrigation system
would last for more than 50 years. DowElanco and Zedcon
engineers have separately tested the system using a testing system
accepted World wide.
Our low-pressure system with flexible pipes, controlled rate
emitters and plastic membrane is the most recent technology
amongst the common irrigation systems.

Safety First in an Altis System
The revolutionary Altis system is an environmentally friendly and
safe way to apply chemicals beneath your building. Chemicals are
applied following the pouring and curing of the slab. Advantages
include:
• No spray drift which may endanger workers, occupants or pets.
• The injection process allows for re-application of termiticide at
any time in the future without exposure to chemicals for
occupants. As new improved chemicals become available,
retreating can take advantage of the latest advances.
• Unique external perimeter prevents chemical spread into
garden beds, and keeps the chemical against the building
where it protects against termite entry.

Reliable
The Altis system has been protecting homes, extensions, and
commercial buildings such as offices and hospitals since 1990.
Should a breach occur, recharging the system would retreat the
affected area and eradicate the problem.

Applications
Altis is used under slabs and surrounding new constructions using
flexible pipes that can follow splits in slabs for construction
purposes, can be used in vertical applications such as retaining
walls, and can be used to protect cables in trenches, of particular
advantage in the mining industry.

Life of Chemicals When Hand Sprayed
Although it is hard to generalise, all termiticides may have a limited
life when hand sprayed of 2 - 10 years. If exposed to sunlight before
the slab is poured the chemical life could be vastly reduced,
depending on the severity of exposure. Chemical is pumped into an
Altis system after the slab is poured, thus ensuring all chemicals
meet their potential.

Price Competitive
The initial investment for Altis is cost effective particularly when
compared to hand spraying as the life of the system is at least 50 years
(components tested by DowElanco and Zedcon engineers). The life of
a chemical is limited and needs to be re applied at the end of the life of
a chemical, clearly impossible without a reticulation system.
An Altis system avoids the cost of expensive retreatment caused by
hand spraying methods when the limit of the chemical life is
reached, a process that may be repeated several times. This adds
up to a substantial nett saving in the long term and makes Altis a
true investment, not a cost.

Less Intrusive Than hand spray Re-treatments
Re-treatment of properties, which were originally treated by the
hand spray method usually involve drilling the internal floor area,
external trenches may also be needed and paving bricks lifted. This
may cause costly damage to floor coverings and inconvenience to
tenants. It also means chemicals are in use inside a building with
consequent exposure to occupants.
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Altis materials are made in Australia. We do not import cheap
overseas imitations, which mean that the materials Altis test are the
materials Altis use.

Best in Clay Soils
Recent engineer reports show that the flexible pipes bend and will
not break if subjected to soil movement, which is a common
problem in clay soils. Plastic membrane will prevent excess
addition of water to clay, and the Altis system can use one fifth of
the normal water used to deliver chemicals. (Water simply adds to
clay movement). The emitters do not allow foreign materials in or
out of the pipes.

No Crushing or Breaking when Flexed
Why don’t our pipes crush under the weight of concrete?
The pipes are designed as irrigation pipes which often operate
under the weight of 300 to 600 mm of sand, and are designed not
to block or break. The pipe is initially flat and so photographic
evidence during testing shows concrete folding over the pipe with
only a slight depression to the concrete. Under pressure as in the
process of pumping water and chemical, the pipe opens up and
allows easy passage of emulsion, then flattens again afterward.
We do not simply have holes punched or drilled in pipe. Science gave
us the emitter to allow measured discharge, with no return of grit.
Nor are these emitters on the side of the pipe. They are on the
underside where they are most protected and are further protected
by builder’s membrane between the emitters and the concrete.
Koukourou engineers reported that the pipes would not break even
if soil under the building fell away which made Altis very suited to
clay conditions.
The Altis system is based on current science. There are patents
dating back to 1901 for holes drilled in pipe, which is still a current
method with some manufacturers. The best protection for you as
client or advisor is to recommend the technologically advanced
Altis system.

Yearly Maintenance
A condition of the ALTIS warranty is annual inspection with
retreatment if required. The Australian standard 3660.1-2000
recommends that maintenance be carried out within 3 months of
completion of the building and then not less than every twelve
months. The primary purpose of the yearly inspection is to ensure
breaches of the chemical barrier have not occurred.
The most likely breaches might occur with gardens, paving, paths,
etc., being built next to the structure, this may void the warranty or
insurance.
Altis systems are installed by Altis trained and accredited persons.
The Pest control company that is licensed to install Altis is
responsible for their installation and to use the chemicals injected
according to the chemical suppliers label.
As part of the yearly maintenance ALTIS licensees can offer the
retreatment of the external system on a more regular basis to
ensure complete protection. The service will be inexpensive and
ensure that the outside of the home is protected.

ALTIS PREMIUM SLAB SYSTEM
When only the best will do, every corner is protected with a premium full
under slab system complemented by a perimeter treatment.
In areas of aggressive termite activity and where timber floors such as
parquetry and floating floorboards are used or when extending the family
home, consider complete protection. Even a slab built to AS 2870
standard can crack enough to produce a 1.3mm opening, which is
sufficient for subterranean termites to enter and disperse, hidden beneath
floor coverings. When combined with an Altis perimeter treatment the
most effective protection is afforded.
There is a misconception that most attacks start on the outside of a
construction. In fact many attacks are under the slab, and full protection
is the best insurance. Spread over the 50 year life of a system the cost is
$50-$70 p.a. for a typical home. An Altis system is cheap insurance.
Pipes are located at 300mm intervals and emitters at 175mm, which is at
least double the recommended minimum material needed to deliver and
spread the chemicals. The Altis Premium system incorporates an Altis
External perimeter treatment to provide the best possible protection.
No other system contains this huge safety margin.

Single Injection point for
slab and perimeter
Manifold

Footing
Perimeter System

Injection Point for
Carport only

Emitter pipes laid over
perforated plastic

Plans of ALTIS Premium System under concrete-on-ground of new
House and Carport - Plan View
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PREMIUM SYSTEM WITH EXTERNAL PERIMETER BARRIER, SIDE VIEW

NOTE:
Cavity Brickwork
Emitter Pipes

Polythene in lined trench
to have edge away from
cavity brickwork higher
than edge against wall

Ground level

Concrete Slab

Polythene lined
trench
Waterproof
membrane
Perforated Polythene

Concrete
Footing

Emitter Pipe

Note some states require concrete capping. As footing details vary so will
position of Altis system. Your qualified Altis installer will advise the best method.

ALTIS STANDARD IRRIGATION SYSTEM
As a cost-effective alternative to the complete Altis system there is
the Altis Standard System. The Altis Standard Irrigation System
addresses the common entry points for termites into a building.
The Altis Standard system covers both the internal and external
perimeters of the building and includes service penetration areas
through the concrete slab. As a Standard system accurately
delivers a dose to only the critical areas for termite control, a lower
materials cost and reduced quantity of chemical results.

A Premium treatment should be used if timber flooring is laid over
the concrete or costly floor coverings used.
Chemical application, material components and yearly
maintenance are as previously stated with the warranty covering
termite breaches through the Altis System.
At the top of the illustration are penetrations, which are part of a wet
area. Wet areas are totally covered because the moisture of say, a
bathroom is highly attractive to termites.
The Altis Standard system includes an Altis external perimeter barrier.

PHOTO OF INSIDE PERIMETER FOR STANDARD SYSTEM
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Emitter Pipes

Ground level
Concrete Slab
Polythene lined trench
Waterproof membrane
Perforated Polythene
Laid close as possible
to Concrete Footing

150

300

Concrete
Footing

Emitter Pipe

150
External
Pipe System

600
Internal
Pipe System

Slab
Penetration

Injection Point in
Child Proof Box

PROOF OF EXTERNAL PERIMETER
BARRIER EFFECTIVELY SOAKING
Photo taken during testing shows complete soaking of
perimeter, while preventing chemical from spreading
more than 300 mm from building.

PROOF OF PIPES NOT CRUSHING
TAKEN IN TESTING.

Photo taken during testing showing
how concrete folds over the pipes
and causes no damage to slab or
Altis system.
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PHYSICAL BARRIER OR RETICULATION?
The physical barrier industry likes to promote a device for blocking
termite passage located in the external brickwork cavity of a home.
Emotive advertising implies there is no “poisons” in a home when
using physical barrier.
Physical barriers force termites out into the open where they can
be detected and treated. Physical barriers can be those installed
the pest control industry or barriers created by using differing
methods of construction. If termites breach an installed physical
barrier, chemical application to the breach affected area is the
only way to effectively eradicate the termite infestation.
The consequence of those attacks on a building using a physical
barrier is the use of the same chemicals that have been singled out.

Altis are in the unique position of offering a safe system that
actually kills termites and is designed to protect against
exposure to chemicals.
We don’t say the Altis system cannot be breached. We do say an
Altis system offers the benefit of being renewable even when a
breach occurs.
Altis avoids installing a chemical termiticide in the cavity as this
method assumes that the slab will prevent access to a home by
termites, and prevents the future use of unprotected chemicals.
Unprotected chemical use is the only method available to physical
barriers to prevent termites when they are forced into open view.
So much for emotive advertising!

SAFETY FIRST WITH AN ALTIS SYSTEM
Termiticides are kept under the slab and in so doing protect
buildings against termite but prevents exposure to occupants. The
only part of a system, which is external, and protects against an
important area of invasion is our external perimeter pipe.
Our unique approach is to contain the pipe in a protective pocket of
builder’s membrane, which holds chemical against the side of the
footing and prevents chemical spreading into sand areas alongside
the building from which no benefit is obtained in prevention. Of
course there is no exposure to chemical and even if it were our
chemicals are mixed 100:1 with water.
If a slab or path of pavers greater than 300 mm wide is used to cap
this then further benefits arise such as keeping landscaping away
from the building, keeping weep holes clear, when angled away
from the building, then water is shed away from the building.
Degradation of chemical can also be minimised by the cover.
As Termiticide is mixed 100:1 with water and (depending on building
size) only a few litres of chemical are used, there is little to concern the
occupant. The advanced Altis system ensures even dispersal.
Your pest control officer will discuss the chemicals available. Some
kill termites but others provide a barrier of chemical, which the
termites prefer to avoid.
(a)
Physical barriers force termites into the open where they
can be viewed and a pest control company called. If there is
an invasion chemicals are used without the protections an
Altis system can provide. We do not say an Altis system
can’t be breached. We do say an Altis system can be
flushed with fresh chemical when a breach occurs.

(b)

Altis systems protect inside and outside the perimeter. If
all construction were perfect then the insider barrier would
not be needed. Factually “stuff happens” and slabs
provide entry for termites. If a breach occurs in a position
inside the perimeter where a physical system can’t protect
chemical is poured inside your building. This is done by
drilling holes in your slab. If you are lucky enough to avoid
damage to say tiles by this extremely expensive process
exposure to chemicals is now a problem, which would
have been prevented by an Altis system.

(c)

The protection afforded by Altis is different between
premium and standard systems. Please read the relevant
section of the brochure.

(d)

Some Physical barrier providers will soon be offering
termite bait. When the bait is attacked then the theory is to
kill the termites in the receptacle into which the bait was
placed.
This is an admission of the problem that physical barriers
do not kill termites. Until these termite baits are proven to
work over an extended period, we refer you to the 11 years
of Altis testing, practical use and accreditation. Our Altis
system has also achieved the highest accreditation a
product can receive, ABCB National Certificate of
Conformity.

PHYSICAL BARRIERS ARE MORE EXPOSED TO DAMAGE
Another problem is that many physical barriers are placed inside a cavity, where builder damage can occur from falling bricks. This is not
an issue with the Altis system.
Remember if a physical system is damaged there is no alternative to preventing breaches except for the use of exposed chemicals,
creating a far more exposed situation than the Altis system.
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